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This isn't a bug, the default for "local share" does indeed default to false.
 "The ability to share access to local data between an active BDE
  application and an active non-BDE application. Set to TRUE if you need to
  work with the same files through both a BDE and a non-BDE application at the
  same time. (It is not necessary to set LOCAL SHARE to TRUE if you do not
  need to have both applications open at the same time.) Default: FALSE."
The description doesn't really apply to your issue but most developers always set it to
true.
Not sure why it isn't true. From your description of the issues you had I never imagined
that was the issue.
I believe there is code in the dUFLP that will make sure its set to true.
You can also use Registry.prg in the dBASE Samples folder.
You also have the abilities from within Inno during your program install to set it true.
(Watch for word wrap.)
[Registry]
Root: "HKLM"; Subkey: "SOFTWARE\Borland\Database Engine\Settings\System\INIT";
ValueType: string; ValueName: "LOCAL SHARE"; ValueData: "true"
I hope this helps.
Rich...

"Akshat Kapoor"  wrote in message news:yezH8tYATHA.1816@ip-AC1E04A7...

On 21/07/2017 00:13, Ken Mayer wrote:
On 7/20/2017 11:26 AM, Akshat Kapoor wrote:
Found a solution to all my network related problems.
Opened BDE Administrator once again today.
The local share setting (highlighted in red in attached snapshot) was set to false.

How it was set to false I do not know?.

But this simple setting has caused me ENORMOUS difficulty in the past 20 days.

Today was on the verge of going back to Visual Foxpro.
But finally things have worked out for the better.

Glad you found it. That is not an easy one, and no clue why it was set to false,
that's really unusual. It should (I believe) default to true.

This has saved 3-4 months of learning and developing labour.
No one can imagine how relieved I am feeling.
There are other issues also like a particular form hangs in certain
conditions but that is debugging and can be handled with a little less
refresh/requery etc.

Please try installing runtime on a machine on which dbase has never been
installed. and check this value.

My laptop and my father's laptop both had this value set to false.
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I have another old laptop on which I reinstalled windows 7 to check this
problem also has local share set to false (I installed runtime only on
this machine)

If this is there on other machines also then it should be reported as a Bug

Regards
Akshat
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